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Abstract: In this paper we are going to design and implement the job scheduling algorithm for Grid environment using
IPv6. We are establishing a cross regional scheduling mechanism to accomplish the job scheduling and job management,
that chooses the operating location and mode automatically through the scheduling system and users request, due to which
in grid computing the resources of will be used more efficiently and more reasonably The idea is that Grid technology
managing this large and heterogeneous environment will allow an easy access to its resources for various users, by means
of allowing them to submit their jobs into the system, guaranteeing them nontrivial Quality of Service (QoS) while hiding
the complexity of the system itself by providing powerful but simple interfaces for the end user of the Grid. A grid
environment is of two types: Data grids and Computing grids. Load Balancing is a technique in which the workload is
distributed equally across multiple computers so that resource utilization is enhanced and the response time in grid
environment get reduced. Main goal of load balancing is balancing load across all the processors which improves the
throughput of grid resources. A good Scheduling algorithm works as it should balance the system load and assign jobs to
resources efficiently. Hierarchical Load Balanced Algorithm is used to solve the problem in grid environment. The
proposed system Enhanced Hierarchical Load Balance Algorithm is designed to schedule the jobs and also to improve the
overall performance of the system in terms of resource utilization and user satisfaction. We will be using First Come First
Serve(FCFS) approach so as to achieve the most efficient and optimized solution for our problem definition.
Keywords: Grid computing, IPv6, Open Message Passing, Message Passing Interface

I.

INTRODUCTION

A grid is defined as a group of nodes that are connected to each other through a number of connecting paths for
communication. Grid computing combines computers from multiple heterogeneous domains to solve a single task. Grid is a
type of parallel and distributed system that allows the aggregation, sharing and selection of geographically distributed
resources dynamically depending on their availability, user QoS requirement, performance, capability, and cost during run
time.
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Grid computing is a type of Distributed Computing in which a complex problem is to be solved by group of
independent computer systems. Big task is divided into number of sub tasks and allocating to each resource that solves a part
of solution and then combine the result from all computers. These loosely coupled systems together working for a common
goal. Grid computing allows a cluster of loosely coupled computers to perform large tasks or tasks that generally consume
more resources and time than is feasible for a single system. This is a parallel computing technology in which the computers
involved, called “nodes”, are almost completely independent of each other in terms of resources, timing and synchronization
aspects. These nodes are more heterogeneous than those present in other distributed systems. The nodes involved in the
process are voluntary, and the interaction and mediation between the nodes of the grid are performed through a management
interface. All transactions in the grid are performed through the management interface. The growth in the amount of data to be
computed, computational problems are getting more and more complex and costly in terms of time needed. Grid computing
can integrate and utilize heterogeneous computing resources which are connected through networks without the limitation of
geography. Thus grid computing is widely used to solve large-scale computational problems. Unlike traditional cluster
computing, computational capabilities of resources in grid computing environments are usually different. In order to fulfil the
user expectations in terms of performance and efficiency, the Grid system needs efficient load balancing algorithms for the
distribution of tasks. A load balancing algorithm attempts to improve the response time of user’s submitted applications by
ensuring maximal utilization of available resources.

Need of Grid Computing:
Grid enable the sharing, aggregation and selection, of a various types of resources including storage systems ,
supercomputers, data sources, and specialized devices that are geographically distributed and owned by different
organizations for solving large-scale computational and data intensive problems in science, engineering, and commerce[4].
Grid applications (typically multi-disciplinary and large-scale processing applications) that may be globally located
for other practical reasons, or often couple resources that cannot be replicated at a single site. These are some of the driving
forces behind the foundation of global Grids. In this light, the Grid allows users to solve larger-scale problems by gathering
together resources that could not be easily coupled before. Hence, the Grid is not only a computing infrastructure, but also a
technology that can bond and unify remote and diverse distributed resources ranging from meteorological sensors to data
vaults and from parallel supercomputers to personal digital organizers. As such, it will 10 provide pervasive services to all
users that need them.
Load balancing is an important issue that is recently studied very much because of need of high performance
computing. The computation grid involves high performance platforms to heterogeneous dynamic and shared environment.
Thus how to adapt load balancing schemes for Grid becomes the focus of this research area. For parallel applications, load
balancing attempts to distribute the computation load across multiple processors or machines as evenly as possible with
objective to improve performance.
A load balancing scheme consisting of three phases: information collection, decision making and data migration.
During the information collection phase, load balancer gathers the information of workload distribution and the state of
computing environment and detects whether there is a load imbalance. The decision making phase focuses on calculating an
optimal data distribution, while the data migration phase transfers the excess amount of workload from overloaded processors
to under loaded ones.
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 focuses on related work; Section 3 discusses the proposed
algorithm with results; Section 4 we are coming up with future scope.

II.

LITERATURE SURVEY

Jun Chen,You Zou, Zhongyu Liu,Qing Wu [1] says that in grid computing the biggest problem that is data
transmission , communication efficiency and stability is solved. Grid Computing composed of small local area
network(LAN), thus the problem can be solved by properly building LAN with the use of IPv4 network or high-speed
computing network such as Inﬁniband. However, during the process of distribution of computer resources in different
physical regions, data transmission and communication can be affected factors like time period and load. So the speed of
cross-regional data transmission is not optimistic and the stability of transmission cannot be guaranteed. While using IPv4
network to accomplish the resources sharing process, there will be two difficulties: One is the limitation of address space, as
the current IPv4 address is extremely rare, so it is impossible to allocate an independent IPv4 address for all nodes in the
grid,; secondly the instability of transmission speed of IPv4 on which most of the current network applications are based
which create full load condition on IPv4 network.
According to authors to solve the problem related to load, data transmission and instability in grid computing, they
suggested to make use of IPv6 instead of IPv4.The address capacity of IPv6 can be upto 2^128 which is enough for all
computing nodes that is to be allocated to an independent IPv6 address in grid; with this the other advantage of IPv6 is, load
on IPv6 is lower as compared to IPv4 network, so the data transmission and exchange are more efficient.
The author proves speed test of IPv6 in which Three ﬁles in different sizes are used to test the transmission speed.
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The author experiences the transmission period of IPv6 network and can use its high-speed bandwidth to accomplish some
applications; they also introduces the advantage of IPv6 by testing the transmission speed.
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Table I: Data Transmission Results(KB/s)of IPv4 and IPv6

R L Warrender, J Tindle, D Nelson discusses some of the technical challenges encountered when attempting to use software
intended for workstation use within a semi-automatic batch cluster (HPC) environment. High performance clusters (HPC) are
constructed typically from a collection of computer boxes (or nodes) interconnected by a high speed, high capacity TCP/IP
network, each box containing multiple processors (or cores). Assuming the software has been designed using the most
efficient algorithms and parallel techniques, it follows that the highest output of useful work will be obtained if we can ensure
every core in every node is running continually at 100% utilization for the entire duration of the batch run. These paper
include:
Use of Symmetric Multiprocessing (SMP).
Use of Message Passing Interface (MPI) or equivalent.
Use of graphic processor units.
Use of a scheduler.
Feeding files to and from nodes for processing.
Assessment of batch results.
The writers have shown that by concentrating on job efficiency rather than absolute time to execute individual jobs, the time
taken to process a batch of Gaussian09 jobs is reduced[2].
Jagdish Chandra Patni,Dr. M.S.Aswal, Om Prakash Pal,Ashish Gupta discuss about the load balancing strategies that control
the load of the entire system. Load balancing algorithms in classical distributed systems, which usually run on homogeneous
and dedicated resources. The structure of the Grid comprises characteristics of homogeneous as well as heterogeneous
systems, loosely coupled as well as tightly coupled systems. Load balancing strategies aim to adapt the load optimally to the
environment. The author conclude that, they addressed the problem of load balancing in large scale distributed systems.
They study various load balancing strategies based on a tree representation of a Grid. They defined a hierarchical load
balancing strategy that privileges local balancing in first (load balance within groups without communication between
groups). After load balancing at group level (if load is not balanced at group level) it will be balanced at region level and after
balancing at region level (if load is not balanced at region level) it will be balanced at grid level.
The static load balancing involves partitioning into subdomains. The subdomains can then be distributed over the processors
and in parallel the calculation is carried out. Different partitions may result in different times to completion for the calculation.
So it is necessary to examine the quality of the partitioning based on its effect on the application code.
Dynamic Load Balancing (DLB) provides application level load balancing for individual parallel jobs.
It decides that the load submitted by the DLB environment are distributed such that the overall load of system is balanced and
the maximum benefit of available resources should br gain by the application programs.[3]
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III.

PROPOSED SYSTEM AND RESULTS

In order fulfill the user requirements related to performance and efficiency, for the proper the distribution of tasks in Grid
system needs efficient load balancing algorithms. The algorithm attempts to improve the response time of user’s submitted
requirement by utilizing maximum available resources.
Grid set up on LAN
There are several ways through out of which grid set up is developed. Many of the organization are having their own created
grid and cluster set up. Before implementation there is need of that environment to implement the algorithm and generate the
results. As stated in previous chapter, this project doesn’t uses gridsim toolkit all the results has been calculated on real time
set up. Here we are focusing on Grid Environment structure. In Grid Environment the machines which are connected by LAN
can communicate with each other, which involves control server, 5 server and 4 clients shown in fig1. So, our main objective
is to schedule the tasks to the server depending on load on server and improve the performance by reducing the process
execution time. To show the efficiency of our proposed load balancing algorithm, several parameters have been considered
[4], which the following are:Avg. CPU Utilization: Percentage of CPU utilization involved at the time of job execution.
Available Heap Memory: Available heap memory used to execute the particular job.
Maximum Heap memory: Maximum heap memory availability in the main memory.
CPU Idle time: The current CPU idle time of during execution.
Available Processor: For particular job execution, list of processors available at that instance.
Node id: Indicates the unique identification of each local and remote node.
N: {n1, n2…} is the total number of local and remote nodes.
J: {j1, j2…..}
∑

: Total execution time of all jobs.

3.1 Grid Environment setup
The fig1 depicts set up for grid environment. It shows that there are total 10 nodes in the grid environment. The IP address
that used is real time addresses in LAN.
Server1

Server2

Server3

Server4

Server5

Control Server

Client1

Client2

Client3

Client4

Fig.1 Grid Environment setup

In grid computing environment, a number of machines are connected to each other as workstations as shown in
fig1.3. It is a structure which is grouped together with the help of LAN. The Grid consist of 1 control server, 5 servers and 4
clients. Each and every node in the structure will communicate with the LAN connectivity.
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The control server is the heart of the Grid environment, to which the servers and the clients are connected.
The client sends the request to the control server for resource utilization ; the control server thereafter checks the load on the
server and forward the clients request to the server having minimum load along with the execution time required by server to
complete the required request.
A Grid structure can have more number of servers and clinets i.e. nodes that can be formed by joining many
numbers of computing nodes. This can be implemented in two possible ways. One is, to create the hierarchy logically on one
machine by using Grid Simulator or any middlewar. Second is, to implement it physically on LAN by using as many nodes as
possible.

3.2 Role of Control Server Nodes
At the time of job allocation, control server node distributes the job to total number of server nodes. The job is
allocated to the cluster nodes with the available resources. At the same time the job is get divided and distributed to nodes.
This job distribution approach is based on multiple different parameters of efficient load distribution. The vital feature of
distribution is based on the amount of available resources like CPU idleness, laod on server , heap memory.

3.3 Proposed Algorithm
Step 1: Receive the request from clients.
Step 2: Identify the server having minimum load.
Step 4: Redirect the request on that server using IP address.
Step 5: Update the load for that server accordingly.
Step 5: For every request, allocate the load amongst all the servers in such a way that no server should be
overloaded.
Step 6: Once request is served to the server it informs about the execution time required by that server to complete
the clients request.
Step 7: For every request served to the server its respective file contents are modified.
3.3.1 Parameters in the Algorithm
However, to satisfy end user expectations with improved performance and efficiency, the Grid computing
environment require standard scheduling algorithms for task distribution. A proper scheduling algorithm tries to
reduce the response time of end user’s submitted jobs by maximizing the utilization of the available resources.
Here focus is on grid organizational structure. However, In set up servers at the same level can communicate
directly with the control server [11]. Many of the current Grid systems use such type of organizational structure
because it is highly scalable. Hence main aim is to improve the performance of the environment by reducing
process execution time. To check how efficient our proposed Load balancing algorithm, different parameters are
under monitoring [2] which are:Idle Server node : Total no. of available server nodes to allocate the job.
Overload Server node: List of overloaded server nodes in the complete set up.
IP Address: Unique identification of each node.
N: Total number of nodes.
J: No. of Jobs.
∑

: Total time for execution of all jobs.

On all these parameters load balancing algorithm can be implemented and the results are calculated at the
end by adding total latency against the query processing time which is at the shared database.
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Result:
With reference to contents included in the paper there is need of a grid interface for an end user to make a request to the
control server. For this, a homepage is developed, which provide the end user to create user_id and password. Through this
page no. of clients can make request to Control server node. Here main focus is on load balancing there are some of the tests
that are included in this section. For this there is need to keep the record of load of all the servers at grid/control server side.
Hence a database file or table is used in this project to keep a track of all the servers .
The fig2 shows the login page of the grid environment system which is used by the end users to make request to the grid node.

Fig2. Login Page

The client login by entering the user_id and password to access the services ; if the client is new they can can click on sign up
option to create new username and password.
Initially load files of all the servers which are at control server are set to zero. As there are total five servers so load
on each server is set to zero. Fig3 shows the snapshot of Server Load.

Fig3. Snapshot of Server Load

The client are provided with the services in fig4 after login process.

Fig4. Snapshot of Services

As the client select the download service , it get allotted to server1, which is shown in url in fig5. The download services
allocated to server1 because the load on server1 is 0 and along with that the execution time for the further service is also
displayed as soon as the service is selected.
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Fig 5 Snapshot of Download service allotted to server1

Fig 6 shows that when the same client or the another client again send the request for the download service to the control
server node ; it allocates the load to server2 as the same service is allocated to server1

Fig6. Snapshot of Download service allotted to server2

Scheduling the same service i.e. download service to all the server the load on each server and its execution time along with
the ip address is modifies in the table shown in fig7.

Fig7. Load on server after clients request

IV.

CONCLUSION

Paper contains the final results for load balancing and job scheduling in grid environment over IPv6. So, with
reference to the results from the above section it is concluded that, there exist two different types of scheduling one is called
as static scheduling and other is dynamic scheduling. Dynamic scheduling is more versatile than static scheduling. And grid
environment based on LAN is more flexible because it is very easy to add and delete no. of nodes at any instance without
disturbing grid set up. Thus we have established a cross regional scheduling mechanism based on IPv6 to accomplish the job
scheduling and job management, so that the resources of grid computing will be used more reasonably and more efficiently in
grid environment.
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